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Cold Steel Mini Recon 1 Clip Point 10A Stone Wash

Category:

Product ID: 27BAC
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 66.00 EUR
Availability: Out of stock

Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and
other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of
best available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by
company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's
products include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords,
machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and
other martial arts–related items.

See it in our store.

The Cold Steel Recon 1 series stands out as a popular collection of knives favored by a diverse range of users including
law enforcement officers, military personnel, rescuers, and civilians who prioritize accurate and dependable tools. The
reintroduction of the mini model includes an updated handle crafted from injection molded plastic featuring a textured
surface that enhances grip even in challenging conditions. The ergonomic design of the handle ensures a seamless fit in
the hand, facilitating comfortable and efficient work.

The blade boasts a versatile Clip Point profile and is constructed from AUS10A stainless steel. The Stonewash finishing
technique is applied to the blade, resulting in a distinctive irregular coating that effectively conceals the inevitable
scratches that accumulate during use. This blade was conceived by Andrew Demko and features the innovative Tri-Ad
lock mechanism, widely regarded as one of the most robust folding mechanisms available. This ensures the blade remains
securely in place during usage, preventing accidental folding.

To facilitate quick and effortless one-handed deployment, a generously sized double-sided pin is incorporated into the
design. The overall functionality is further enhanced by the inclusion of a lanyard hole and a two-position fastening clip,
enabling convenient pocket carry of the knife. These features combine to create a comprehensive and practical design
that caters to a wide range of needs.

Product parameters:
• Total length: 17,8 cm
• Blade length: 7,6 cm
• Blade thickness: 3 mm
• Steel: AUS 10A
• Handle length: 10,2 cm
• Handle: GRN
• Weight: 99 g WWW.SW
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